In this paper the results of a number of idealized simulations of the airflow over a mountain ridge , using a fully compressible non-hydrostatic mesoscale atmospheric model is presented. First, the simulations were conducted with a steady background flow field as lateral boundary conditions . The results are interpreted with a special emphasis on formation and properties of lee waves and rotors. The effects of the changes in the atmosphere , topography and external wind field on lee wave and rotor properties are examined. It was found out that the flow fields generated by the present model are significantly different and much more complicated than those predicted by the linear theories . Most of the conditions produced single or multiple rotors that caused boundary layer separation on the lee side. Secondly, the effect of unsteadiness of the background flow on the lee wave dynamics was examined . It was found out that a gradual drop of wind speed could cause the lee wave train to move upstream and to cause a considerable rotor-like motion over the mountain ridge .
Introduction
Dynamics of wind fields moving over orthogonal mountain ridges have been studied for a long time using increasingly sophisticated techniques. Most of the early theoretical studies used linear theories to explain the behavior of trapped lee waves that occur as a result of these flows . However, the amplitudes of observed lee waves are usually sufficiently large, so that non-linear effects dominate (Pilke 2002 )1). Recent years have seen a number of studies of lee wave behavior using nonlinear dynamics of the atmospheric motion. Yamada et al (1994) 2) used linear theory (frequency domain analysis) to study the flow above a ridge. They investigated the range of internal Froude number that generates trapped lee waves. They also reported that the flows with small internal Froude numbers that are not strong enough to flow above the ridge top, generates stagnation points on the lee-side .
In this paper, we present a modeling study of mountain induced lee waves using the Pennsylvania State University's MM53) modeling system. The original model was modified to make it possible to run the system with idealized boundary and initial conditions. A number of simulations with varying parameters were performed. The sensitivity of the lee wave structure to the topography, atmospheric condition and flow velocity was investigated. A preliminary explanation for the large concentrations of lightning activities over the mountain ranges surrounding Kanto-plains is attempted using the insights from the analysis of lee wave behavior under unsteady external wind fields.
Selection of the Modeling System
MM5 is a 3-dimensional mesoscale model with fully compressible non-hydrostatic dynamics, which is widely used to perform limited area atmospheric simulations for operational use and research. (Non-hydrostatic pressure) (2) (Thermodynamics) (6) Microphysics was neglected in the present study.
Modifying MM5 for ideal simulations
In order to perform idealized simulations the first step is to device a means of specifying idealized initial and boundary conditions. Leutbecher (1996f has written two preprocessing modules named TERRALNI and DATAGRIDI to support ideal simulations with MM5 on Cray super computer systems.
In the present research the ideal simulations were based on these modules, modified to run on a personal computer running Linux operating system. The original DATAGRIDI program was written to generate wind fields with velocities constant in time. The code was modified to make it possible to specify variable wind fields. Such modification was needed to run the model with a wind field starting at zero velocity, gradually increasing to the prescribed velocity with time (within an hour) and then remains constant for a reasonable duration. Such gradual start is needed to avoid spurious gravity waves that occur due to a sudden start of the wind. Doyle and Durran (2001)5) suggest a similar gradual increase in gravitational acceleration also, but in the present study such a modification was not done.
A flowchart of the model components used is shown in Fig. 1 .
Lee waves
Lee waves occur under certain conditions when wind blows in a stably stratified atmosphere (potential temperature increasing with height) over a mountain ridge. The linear theory states that well-developed lee waves occur when the Scorer parameter (S0), defined below, decreases with altitude. 
Simulations
Each simulation was started with almost zero wind and then the wind velocity was gradually increased to reach the prescribed velocity in an hour. Then the simulation was continued until steady conditions are achieved. Usually the model dynamics becomes steady after about 5-6h. The results reported here were obtained at t=8h.
Simulation 1
A highly stable atmosphere (with a temperature inversion at the bottom layer) with Nu=.01 and Nl=.025 was used for the first set of simulations. Keeping the mountain height at 1000m, the wind speed was varied from 10m/s to 50m/s in steps of 5m/s. For this atmospheric configuration the velocities below 20m/s did not produce trapped lee waves. Instead the waves propagated vertically or slanted (e.g. see Fig.4 ). Formation of lee-side rotors were observed for all velocities except 25m/s. In addition to the rotor beyond the lee slope, there is a vortex above the lee-side slope also. Fru=2.1, Frl=0.8 Velocities 35, 40, 45m/s produced multiple rotors (Fig.5) . Up to 45m/s there was a distinct difference of the wavelengths of the waves in upper and lower layers. For velocities above that , the atmosphere seems to behave like that of a single layer producing a single wavelength in both layers. The results are summarized in Table. 1.
Another series of experiments were conducted by keeping background flow constant at 25m/s and varying the height of the mountain from 200m to 2000m. Mountains higher than 1000m did not produce strong lee waves (Fig.6) . However, by examining the vertical velocity contours it was possible to identify a lee wave like behavior further downstream (Fig.7 ) .
There were large stagnation areas on the lee side plain . The 800m (Fig.8 ) and 1000m mountains produced strong lee wave patterns. The 200m and 400m topographies were not adequate to generate strong lee waves. (1990) 15) ). Transitional nature of background flow may have a considerable effect on the formation and nature of lee waves. In order to examine this situation a series of simulations with the following conditions were performed. Once the dynamics are stabilized under a constant background flow as in the previous experiment, the velocity of wind is changed to a different value within a specified time interval. Only a single case of particular interest will be presented here. In this case Nu= .00387 and Nl=.00775 was selected following the (linear) theoretical studies by Scorer (1949) 16) . After the system was stabilized under a wind speed of 10m/s (Fig.9) , the background flow was reduced to 5m/s within a period of 1h. Then the system was run further with the new wind speed .
The most interesting result of this simulation is the finding that the lee wave starts to move upwind while and after the velocity is being reduced. The lee wave train does not proceed beyond the peak of the mountain but instead forms large turbulence above the peak of the mountain (Fig.10 ) .
Discussion:
The numerical experiments show a number of interesting features of the atmospheric flow over a mountain ridge. Results of non-linear simulations are significantly different from those obtained from classical (linear) theory. Characteristics of the lee waves formed seem to be governed by many factors like the wind speed, size of the mountain ridge and atmospheric properties. Boundary layer separation caused by rotor formation on the lee-side was observed in almost all cases . When the mountain height is increased beyond about 1000m, the strength of lee waves diminished greatly and stagnation areas of increasingly larger extent were formed on the lee side.
The rotor formed over the mountain ridge approximately at 600-700hPa levels in simulations with mountain height above 800m (see Table. 2, Fig.6 and Fig.7 ) was a feature that was not reported by previous modeling studies. However, at this stage it is not definite whether this is a real phenomenon or an artifact of the two-layer atmosphere model used in the simulation. In real atmospheric situations, the static stability does not drop abruptly at a particular level, so that it may be possible that this type of rotors does not occur in the real atmosphere. The classical theory relates only the width of the topography to the conditions needed for formation of trapped lee waves.
However, the present simulations show that the lee waves do not occur above and below the 800m -1000m range, for the atmospheric conditions specified. Further, for the same conditions, rotor formation occur only with mountains higher than 1000m. This observation is qualitatively in agreement with the results of Doyle and Durran (2001)5) , though the threshold reported there was much smaller (400m). Decreasing of the background flow caused the lee wave train to move upstream. A number of observers have noted the presence of waves in the wind side of a mountain ridge (Clark et al, 198217) ). However, in the present study the lee waves did not move beyond the peak of the mountain. Instead they formed strongly-disturbed region above the ridge peak. We propose that these disturbances might be one of the possible explanations for the increased thunderstorm activities over mountain ranges compared with the surrounding plains. One such example is the marked increase of lightning over the North Western mountain ridges of the Kanto Plain. Fig. 11 shows the locations of generation points of thunderstorms in Kanto Plains and the nearby mountains. These locations were derived from the radar observations made by the Dopplar radar of the Chuo University (whose location is shown by a cross).
The instantaneous rainfall intensity over 32mm/hr was defined as thunderstorms. The Ashio and Chichibu mountain ranges show a significantly larger density of generation points than the plain areas. It is intended to extend the present study in this direction to examine whether there is a definite relationship between unsteady lee wave generated turbulence and the increase of lightning activities. 
